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... 
. ,, ····-,------.----
~· - . \ . \, ! 
..-.---:.:..'--' ----'.;..;.,~~----'-,..~-a-=-r.ra_y_ as _s-hown 1n Figure __ l_. __ T_h_e 256 holes. provi~e the st'orage eapaci~~---~·c,,··.-~.~-.. · __ I. 
t -
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--- ----·-------·- - ·---~,-required to assemble and wire .. the memory. device.· ' ·~ ··;:· .. ,. -~--------------------------·- -· ·-----·------
• l), ...... ,:"- ' 
'" Each hole act·s as a ·small .t.oroid with several wires passing' through 
\ ' 
it. · Magnetization of the_,material in the vicinity of the hole in a 
. -
. " " particular direction is referred to as the one· state. Magnetization_ 
.. 
~ 
in the op,posite direction produce1s 'tlie " '' zero Coincident electri- · state~ 
. .,. .... • 
cal current pulses on two- of the wires in the hole are required to pro-
... . '. ;. ~ dqce the field necessary __ to change from one magnetized state to the· . • ' - ,. __ l llt'.. 
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- .. 
othEir. A single pulse mus_t_no__t__change the· ·remanent magnetization 
appreciably. This is the condition for access- to any individual hole 
in a two or. three dimensional array • 
. ,; 
............ 
. ln measuring and comparing materials for use as memq_ey devices, 
-:--
th8 "squareness ratio" designated as R is frequently used. (l) The'. 
~. ' ~·. 
\ 
' . 
\. ·' . 
magnetizations of the material at· ·the fiel~s -! ··~ .an~-~,~ ---~rn respective---. 
ly~ The rnin?r hyste·resis loop shown in Figur~r-·2--1~Iustrates these 
. ' 
values. In this case, R is a function of H • 
s m 
If toroids are being · 
--1i~vestigated, it should l;>e possible to ma;x:imize R ·and t~ereby d-e-tennine .. \ · 
J;r- • s 
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\ .. Saturated loop 
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A de_gree. of squareness·· can be obtained. ·in a ·simple ·~anner by. t·he 
., . .· . . :c _,' '' . 
,.._, I . 
. ' 
' - ~. ,,-_.· •... -, .. ,..; .. -.;.--'.-.- -- "" -' r.--,_---.--_,c• . ,-----.-_-.-----·--'----~-.,,...,-,~-~"'"''""'--"'-,~~-~-,·· ~ ·, 
. ;."use. of the following· relationship-: ...... /' 
.. • f ·- ' I 
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-~ ~~:~~ ,c_ . ·• · ·':c~!te_re . !l~j~ Ifif;? 'r~nElllf magnet1za1:1,;n ~nd Bm i~ ~ h~X~Jl(um ~net i- -:~ ~: --~-~=~ / j -·- ·- : . . . - ··. 
:· _:..._.@!';,,w-'--- ., ..• · ' 
. ' 
zati_9_n ___ r~sulting from a £1-eid"'-Hm· ;;,··t:f· -~- is several times greate.r than , I . ' 
·, . }. 
r 
'.]!'""" ••.• 
;, p...... • . - ,• . 
. ~,.· --
. i 
•' .... . . ,.· ·.• . 
·He' the coercive forCe, ~hen Br/Bm is reiativelY: ~ihd~})endent of.'.Hm. ..~ ..... :_... . . ' . . ... ,.;., 
I 
' . •.·, .. . ' ! 
\ . 1 
... ObviOusly; ·a high value of Rs. of Br/Bill is ne~sary tp. obtain __ ·-a_;.·------= _ _............__~--J.,.....· _· -:1( 
.............~.~ ... s~-~-=-,~·---. --.,._,. ~ u__:__ ___ ---'--'----"-:--:.:._____________ ' ' 
Favorable -squ~ren~ss. _rat_io's at_· low frequencies' ··------·----'--------~--_.,;._---~-/ good memory device. 
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- ~- -~ - -- - ,_ -· 
--- -- ----- -- -- - ·" ~ . .• r . 
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high frequency conditions such as those encountered when using ·pulses 




Therefor~, pulse.testtng is required 
. - --·,. ' 
to obta:in performanc_e data represent~tive of the material's response 
• ) • . I • t• ; 
in a co~puter n;iemory a·pplication ., The p~ra.m~ters. of importance are 
1 ; 
' . ' ~ 
:the "sig~~i-to-noise'' ratio an_d_the switching time.' 
... . 
" . . " The signal-to--noise 
0 ' 
ratio is 'defined as. follow·s! 
'' _·, ...... . 
d_Vi. 
d V . 
z 
__ ,. .. 
The voltage pu1Se, d ·V1 occui-s when the magnetic cor~ .i;;witched 
: , . ~ . '" ". I . . :~ • 
from the· "one" ~tate to the .·"zero" state by ·the -~P.P_ltcation of two 
. . . ·-·· --- . ·- - ,. ·- -- __ ..,.___ .. 
I 
coincident " . d" . ' . ... rea ·pulses •. The voltage pulse, d V , occurs when-- th~ 
. ,. z . . ' 
same· "read" pulse i~ applied· tO. ·the core ~hich is ill: the 1Zel'QI' state 
"' 
.-·. ··. 




• .• r. ' 
_.,. .... 
... ; '. 
. f' a ·, ~- • 
... ~': 
tt-. • ' • . " ' • ' ' . ,, •' . • " O ., ' 
the ideal square loop, ~single pulses. cause the remane·nt · .one and 
.... . 
.--~-
"zerQ'1' _magnetic states to shift measurably .. The prefix d·· is to indi.'...~, 
~ • • l 
_ .. .,_.__ --
,, ! ... ~ 
---·-
" ' 
cate. the fact that the ~'zero'' and "one" magnetic states should be· 
.. ·" 
.. 
d~sturbe~ by a single pulse_ before the .noise and signal. voltages, 
. .__' . ,, ,.,, 
\ . 
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. ~- - .-,, ' . 
..... . \, - ,_. 
I· .· .. 
> :· .... 
.. f. - • - t - - --- - ·- -
. ' 
. . ~ . 
\. ' ~ . 
' \ 
... :,;: ,'• 
• 'LJ 
, ... ,,,' ~-
" '' 
. , IJ·. .. \ ' . 
.,1 ' ' } ... 
.· . ·· 4 .·V z ·and ~~- v1 , are ~eat~ured •. · In most. applicatit>ns, a ~ignal-to- · 
;). .... ;. 
- . . . _ _,,.___.:. 
. 0 ... ti, I 
'.: ·. :: noise' rat'io of two ~i-' more is desi-rable. 
. ' 
·~-·- .b. -·---·-·· 
-- ----··--:=~---~------ .• ----------'---··-·: ... _______ .--------------------------'..c........---· ·-- -
. •. -- ---~- _' ' :·.-.7 
'----:,---~~--~~--~- . ··------- '-,. 
. . . - . . 
--·---...-. 
. ' 
- -- -~.;: ----- . .,__ , .. -- -
----- --- - ___ i_ __ 
. . The swi.tching tfme. is the time· required~ ·to qbtain~ssentialiy a 
-\."'" 
-,-- -- . --~ _..,___ -· ···-- --_-. - --
. "i '' 
--~c(?mplete reversal 'of the magnetization. The most common,_~efinitio~ of 
• • --- - ·1 -.A •• 0 -- -- - -~ ··-•----_:~:_::.: .. .-:.. :. :__:_ - -~------
---? ,_ --·~,-~-,_-._--.'.,~-:- .. ________ . swit-ching time i~ the ti~Et required_ ~-~!9 -~-1!~ _!_~~~1::·sed .. flux .~o increase 
4 ' . 
--- ... .:.... . ~ . ,--·-·· - . - ·-- -- .... 
·,• 
from 10% to 90-% of the total flux switched. 
t 
" ' Flux reversal is generally _~· ~ 
. -,-~----· ' .. ·, . 
' . 
. • ·•-1,.. 
. ' -· • ti r \ ,. 
' . 
' .. 
. r·-- - . 
---·"·"·· 
..... -~ . . 
. . ,\, -~ 
--·----·--·-·---·--- -- ---.~---
___ att~tputed. to. tl:1.ree ·_ p~oce_~$~-s~ __ wh.i~lb ..~--~c§@-t.i~f~ct_9~i.J.~ -~~~plai~---~he~d. epe:ndenc·e.··.· 
.. ' 
' ' ' ·-------! 




of the coerciv..e force, domain y.,a.,11 moti~n wi.11 be the principal means 
- '.. ' 
' ~ 
i 
of flux· reversal. .At somewhat higher_ fiel~s, a nonuniform. rotational 
.. 
' . 
model is assumed·to: pe effective. Large fields produce .. flux rever·sal . 
. ··--~ 
,:. ' .I 
I . .• • . .(, .. . • ' • 
phenomena coiisis·tent- with a uniform .rotational model which assumes that·,.'. 
f ..... 
~ ' - • • . ' ' '. • J • ·, ' '· _: ./J . . -:. . 
2JJ ·f. . ' --~F' 
-_!".':.~. 
-···- ......... iJY 
the, 111agnetiz~t_:i9n _can, be·· re~resent_~d __ Jiy __ a single _ye~_tQr whi_ch · ro.ta.t.es 
· d':lring flux- reversal·~ '/ 
Factors· Affecting the Properties of the MagnesiUJJl Manganese Ferr.ite 
.Memory. Sheet. 
. ~ 




will produce square-hyste.resis loops; Oxide systems involving elements 
.. 
' .,· .. . 
· ·. ·such. as Co, · Cu, Li, .Mg, Mn and Ni have b~en used i~ vario.us mixtures . ,,: . .... . 
ory field. is the· Mg-Mn ferrite. ,s_ystem because ·of ·the .·favorable com- . 
. ~ . ..;. - - . 
. ;. .. bination of short switching time and. low coercive. fQrce obtainable. 
0• ··-·'-•s-o-.. , 
. . 
-·'···•-•oe••••-,---•-•••.,•~··-•·-·•·••,-----··-·-··--·-·•-·••_,•_ .,_ .·. ,-------·---···-• ,,. - •••••••••·•--• •-·--"•" ·-
,,_ --.-- .. ---- -~-~~ __ .., ____ ... ,....., .... ...,._,..-. ... --i-.. __., ........ - .• -·-··· --
.. The cubic ferrite under consid~ration has-a spinel s.tructµre aft~r-··· . 
.. • ,. I" ,___..::_ ... ..., •• , - "" 
_ _ . the mineral spine! (Mg A12o 4). Cs) It is convenient to Consider the 
,, ·· .structure as a close packed face~centered cubic ·1attice of o~ygen . ) · 
ions. 
' . . . 2. . ., ' ' ·, ' ' 
The unit cell consi-sts of 32 ·o - ions and contains· 64 tetrahedi 
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and sixteen of .. the octahedra~1 .s.ites are· occupied "by the 24 metal ions. 
. ~ . ' ' . . . 
\ 
The distribution of the- variou~ ·met-al. ions .between t-h~ available,· sites; . 
. . . . . \ 
. . _: j: 
-~ f1 j 
,~ 
- r>l 
-------- - - --- --- . -- .. - . - --- --- - _ _::.__ ___ - - .. '·' . ': \ ,: 
-- -·---::-- ----~-- -- - - ··- . ---,---------- ---- -----· --"- -------------~- tt _______, 
fj 
~1 . ..,. . ' - _/ . . ' . . . is. determined by a nu~ber o-f factors~ ·such as' the valence, Jiea-rest 
- , ..... 
. ; . 
.. ' 
.. ,.·)leighbor ·requirements ancl size. 
-,r. -··-····- . 
:111 
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In the z-inc ·ferrite, .. the divalent zinc has a .~t-rqng .perference -.. · - f; 
. ' ·• ~\.> .. 
. -
.-
. 'tor the tetrahedral s·ites and· this 'structure is called a normal spinel. -• J.__ __ --,-- -
~ •• - -----·-·.--- . .ii·"..:e"~· 
An inve·rse spinel structure occurs when the triv-alent ions occ·upy the · 
tetrahedral sites-and the· divalent· ions along witl) the remainder of 




. the t-rivale~t ions occupy the octahedral- ·sites. -- . Magnet-it_e, Fe3o4 , is_ ~- , 
an example of the inverse spi.nel. Extensive solid solutions of the two 
. ~--
{ . 
types __ of ferrites can occur which are called Jni~~-~---~pine_l,s_.~ __ Xt _J~.§----·~'.~--: ·:·.-·:····~ .. , .. ,: .. ,, 
er-· 
. . 
possible to tailor_ the magnet1c~an·d-~e~ctrica:t-p-rop-erties of-. -·the. 
ferrite material.by the prope! choice of composition. 
. \ 
·~nop""trmwn -compos1:"'tion· tor ~a square- ·hysteresis roop ferrite· sno--ul_d ______ ~---~------ - -
.. 
· have o. 28 atoms of Mn3+ (or Cu2+) in- the ·octahedral sites according 0 
to Wiecqec and Kelley. (7 ) '• 11,\ The ~en~fit is· asc~ibed to a._.lattice dis-
tortion which produces a loc_alized anisotropy. 
. .... 
Solid .solutions of zinc ferrites are used ·extens~ively for .... ·inducto-rs 
. . . . . . . , (7) 
_a_s · they produce high initial penneabilities· toge.ther with low losses. -
'""' .. "J::'-::· . .... 
Although. the_ zinc ion does ;not contribute a magnetic moillent, the ~act \ . 
\ ---· 
·that. it· has a strong tendenp-y to occiipy a tetrahedral site ·causes an 
. \ .-
... _ . ... .. ~ ' 
·, 
incr·eased· saturation magnetizat~<>n when added to. other ferrite. syst·e~s -
.._,__ 
- conta-inirig·--a- dfv·a-Ient --ion·-such·-·as -ma-gnesiiim, nickel, cob~lt, iron- or 
,. '' ,.J. ...,_. 
-. ----~--=-=--~ --.; 
~ . • • • 1 • 
·-· '--.-----···""··-·· ··~-------,·~-~-~~-~----· ------------~---··----
,-
\ 
_manganese. In the magnesiurn~,manganese f~rrite system, the stibstitu- -
- -.-----_/--- -.---- _- . . . . _·,,- .. ' 
•. - ' i;, 
~- ~&.1 
_1 _ tion of zinc f.or· ~agnesium reduces the coercive force as we11 · as the 
·curie T~p~_ratur~ ~2> .• : This reduction of: coercive- force is probably 
']/;O .,. 
. . . 
c' ---- • . \ .. 
: •..•. ;,, __ I 
···" 
-:· ,··1. _/· ;. ; ,, - .. ·_,;~;--:,., .-.,,,_-;, -.V.,,,,,::,-,•1,J,""'·''·"'''w,~;-..•= 
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. associated with a si~~lar .change in the·· magrietocrystalline anisot.ropy 
•... fl.I • . . -- -
\~ 
\ - .. 
• ' ' ij' I"":· .· i, ! -- ' • ' 
... ... ': _: __ __:: ___ ·:·c·on_~ta_nt·._,__~_K_i--·--· In t,h~ -~mination.-.. .af.,-t.he._manganese.~..zi~c~fe.r.ro_us'! ferr.ite. 
. .. ,., 
i: . .. -
. 
-·- -------------
,. 'II\ • ic'1)j by the us,e o_f: ·-compone~t.s,.~ such as~~inc ~in that a los·s of squareness" 
\ ----·-· ----- . 
resu.lts at· certain levels of composition. The squareness of· the· hyster-
• ' , ~ "' l . 
------·· 
--- -- - -- -
·- es-i~-s-lea-p -in··-ferr-ites-i-s~--a-t~~ribute_d' to-~t~he---1}:redrim-inanee of magneto- -
. . \ - ·-· ·• ! ' . 
. . • ' ·········· .. . . _,__ . tf . 
· - crystalline anisotropy over .stres-s- and -shape anisotropies. (l) · The 
stre-ss a·n".i.sot~opy is·· caused_ by an int.eraction between the magnetization 
·, .... 
. -.-, / ,' •4: • . ~ •. , •. ·I . ;I 
,~ ' I 
.~·:.. f • •. • ~ 
. .. -
-- -: .. 
-" 
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. -."": 
and the st~esses in .. the material.· Shape anisotropy is a function of 
. I 
·{tl)e·porosit..y .and its demagnetizing e·ffects • 
\, 
The ·sinterilig of the ferrite materials is of great importance in 
~ ~ 
-
the ·fab·rication· process. Grain size and porosity are complicated. 
• •• !i .. , 
-· ' functions of sintering time and t-emperature. · The rate of g.rain growth 
. . ' 
• I 
inc.reases ·exponentially with temperature· accoi'di~g t'o ·,Ki~geryC7). He 
.al_so_ points out that the rate of grain grow.th is inversely proportional 
I 
" ' 
to grain size and that inclusions and porosity inhibit the movement of 
the grain boundary • 
.. . . \. .. 
... . In the abs:ence of a liquid p,hase, siritering can pro~ee~ through 
' 
.. 
evaporation-cond~ns~tion, diff-usi.on or viscous flow. In ~he evaporation-
~-
con·densati~!l__process,-____th~ vapor pres~ure of the material at the' surface:···. 
--
,of a pa.rticle with' a positive radius of c~rvature is greater than. the·· 
·"' 
------:::.~~:-~.--:~~~-=~---~--~-~~~---~--~-------~.:.u:ap-~.r ... pressli~e o.f the· materia_l at the· negative radius_ in .the .. neck ar.ea ... ___ ··- _ 
,f ,,. 
--~~-~-.. ~. --'-~-·between t~e particles. - Tbi~- differ.e~ttal ·in 11 v~por pressures causes I . 1. 
- . 
material .. to, .be transferred from the outer surface· of t~e ·_particles 
. ' . ~ .· 
7 
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t~ the regions betwe~~· t.he particle •. :·· Sin6e "vapor ·pres·s~re- is -.a ·.fj.mction 
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of temperature' . this .'procesf; is also a. functio.n .. :of tem1:1eratur.e. 
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In diffusion, the "firoces~s· ·-is described -by a· diffusi~n of· ~te~ial 
- •• -- t 
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toward t·he ·neck, area or a m.igration -0:f vacancies ·away from the neck 1 •• :~ 
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• ·4 . t .. ;th~t the shrinkag~ ,,pf a mate-rial den~ified ._by this. process·. should b~., 
proportional. to··t.lie· two-:-f·ifths powe~ ··of ·time. (7) · When grain growth, ·.· 
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·occurs·, the dl~ffusion--distance between the pores and the gra~n boun 
.. ,_i, ... 
···. {' 
arie's increase~" Poref;, become ~solated in the interior of· the grains 
an.d the densifi:Gation rate is .... greatly r.educec\. Therefore,' a .. control 
of ·gr~i.n growth is particularly desirable if high densific·ation is 
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The control of the atmosphere·dur'ing: the firing cycle· is vital in 
the' product:i.on of f~rri_tes which have ions with. more t_han one possible 
.. 
. -
oxidation state. Manganese and' 1.ron are typical .multivalent cations~· 
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-----·· . .... ,. .· ) . - '···-. ·~ ·. :·· .:-~11·--.~-~\G 
··.· \_:v·. -- ;(A: mallganes.e i:errit.e: can 'b~ . ca:us'ed, ( tb . dep~rt' -:f~i~/i~\~.iChiome t ric, . 
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I , r , A ~ • 
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. composition in both directions (that is, by· having an e;xcess·· or ... -. 
- • , • I • , • 
·_._deficienc_y .of metal, ions).,oy th~ appropriat'~ maniptila.tion of th~ oxygen 
... 
:. pressure. Tw~--pha-~e ,structures can occur under ce,rtain· cond3=tion-s. · In 
. J. 
ii, 
·general, a .single phase struct,ure. i.s necessary and· can be obtained at 
\ . 
·1300°c ·with the magnesi~ -'·manganese ferrite under consideration. 
- . \ . 
The structure at room tempera~ure is also a- ,function of the cooling 
C .- •• -. • > -:t. • • . • •' I 
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post-sint·ering treat~~-:11~~ for a Mg-Mn-~n ferrite system 9 • These i 
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They. conclucied that .. the two· procedures produc~g_~·a.1mo~t ident1cai re·-
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. sults and that satisfactory propert,ies~ _\Yere obtained using a maxi.mum 
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coo-ling phas~. ,,The pre~e:rv.a.tion of thi .high temperature S;;-tructu-re .... -- ~-·- . --- -
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Many factors of importance in the ferrite m~ory. -sheet have been 
-...... _ 
reported as· -being .. influenced by use of zinc in the·composition. The 
a-Elditiop. of zinc is reporte'd .. to improve the densification during. 
. . , .. 
.,."="' 
sintering as well as l()wer. the .firi11g ~emper~ture (.g'). The influence. 
-~ . 
·., 
of· zinc on the magnet:ic properties of the ferrite has already been 
•, ,0,. _,,;.,.. -
mentionedo Therefore, the object; of this th.E:!~is was .to. use zinc, 
- .. .. - ' - -
·, . i, 
; 
• • ' I ~ 
specift-cally zi.nc· oxide, as an additive .to attempt to. improve· the 
. sinte~i~ proces·s and the:reby:opt~ain a more, uniform product. The· 
·": 
.: .... 
StJccess of a: manufacturing operation is dep~ndent on the ability- of 
· th~ process to produce. ferr-ite sheets of. consistent properties, both·· 
... mechanical and m~gnetic, sheet-to-sh~et and hole--.to-hole. · 
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· effect.s would <b:e ·obtai-n-ed in- the microstru.cture and the magnetic pro-..~--~--.--~-
~~- _ __=,,_ ___ , ___ _: ___ . 
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. pe·rt_ies of'· the resultant· .mater1a·1. -Of particular interest; -·was~ "the < ), 
. ______ _.. __ 
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~~==----.. ---'~'-------____ -._ ~-,--po---s-s-i1>iri ty ___ 9Tan-- int-eraet~r-on. oetween--the independent variables wh1eir-------------------
___ <J·~ 
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. ·' - ..• . 
.. ·would .staoli_lze the . sinte:ring process and .S:id in producing a more 
r 
. I 1· \ 
.. 
uniform product • 
Only toroids were available for tne. initial .phase of the expe~i- r . 
ment. Later, a c.ompacting die set was obtained which would. produce 
· ... 
... .:.' 
.: ·,·z· -·. 
'.- -· . -
;;._' 
small sheets with .pixteen· holes. These sheets, -.shown in Figure'" 3, 
·-· . . - ·- ·- - -- . - ~- .......... ·-··--·-- .•. --·--;- ---- . ~----·-- . ·····--- ·- . -- -- . -- ·----·--·· ...... . ··-·-. -~--·- ·- ----- .... ··-- ----- ---
were designe_d to have the same spacing· and dime·nsions in the ·region 
. ,//J 
•. }_~ .J 
'" 
of the ·holes as -the 256 hole .co.unterpart. The sheet dimensions,--
. . 
. . ~ 
a.,fter~ sintel"ing, were approximately 0.35 -~inclies square, O .03 inches 
thick with sixteen 0.025 inch diameter holes spaced on ce~terlines · 
0.05 inches a__part. T,he sheets were ·required for the pulse testing 
·as i.n th·e· m~mory application·; however, the toroids were useful in 
obta:i-ntng --v-alues of magnetization from the hyst~resis loops. The 
approximate . dimensio·ns ,of·· the sintered toroids were found to be a·s. 
- T~.-- --- . -~-- ... 
, , 
_ · · -.· fc;,-llows :· · ,0 .D .: = O. 5 ipches, I .D. _· = O. 37 _inches, Thickness = 0 .05 
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inches. . ~ . . 
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The basic eo~p<;>sition and p_rocess had been. used previously and -
• ' ' ' .. Tl ... ~ ... • • 
. . ' 
. · · . - (10-J-- ·. -· ;----·----~----__ ._· _· 
was known to pro.duc:::.e, ~uitable squaref-loop p:roperti~s. The formula · . -
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Fig~~ 4. OscJlloscope ·trace of seven--· pulse t .est train~ 
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Mg• 62-x Mn · Zn Fe O · was used with- x ·varying in· s·t'eps O, .. 
.66- X 1.72 4+ . ·•' 
. ' . ~ . ..- ·- -
.05, .1, .2 and .4. This resultep in an atom for atom substitutio:Q. \\ 
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' ., . . .-·, ---· .. ' 
. ; ., . 
. <) .. •, .... 
. ' . 
.. - -·-· .--···~·-· 
· The· ferrite_.powder was prepared from the wet niix~ng of the 
,J ........ _ ..... _ ---·-·-· - ·--,-, ·--··-:---.r· 
.. ;: fo1lowing- ·basic- raw ·-materials:--·· ... 
Powder Supplj.er I •--.. -~Analysis by. Weight. 
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C. K. Williams Ex-1265 \ 
N ... -J. •... Zinc Co. Ka.dox. 72 ........ -~-
J. T. Baker· Chem. Co. · #2536 
J. T. Baker Chem. Co. #2432 
" . 
69. 7% Fe. 
.... ,·: 'f. 
43. l%·Mn 
The powders were_~t mixed in water 45 minutes using. an Eppenbach 
' 
. Homo-Mixer .. The mixture ·was fiJ..tered inunediately to remove the wat_:e:r: 
and the resultant filter cakes were oven dried at 120°c for 16 hours . 
The powder for these experiments was calcine.d at_ 9-7.0~C -in- aix- . 
~;f_or 16 hours. The calc_~ning. operat'ion ·was performed to _break. down the 
carbonates and drive off the CO2 and to react the powders.to obt~in 
.. 
the spinel structure. 
t 
The object of the calcining ···and the su~·sequent : 
milling operation was to proquee a well reacted fine-grained :powder 
. . 
which resulted in a dense product after sintering with a min.imum of 
shrin~ag·e and warpage. 
. \ . 
.· -·-- ............... ~~ --~~ 
. ' . ) 
The ball milling oper~tion consisted ·of milling_ ·125 grams· of· .-- · 
. . . 
·~. 
'L •. • •" 
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with the following material: 
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1. . 250..0 ·' grams of 1/2 inch diameter stee 1 baiis .... , .. ___ ...... ..... . .·. 
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4. · 1-2.·5; grams of isobuty1· methacrylate. ,. ' - ~ . . . 
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. A·fter five hours_, _an additional 125 grams of. ferrite pow~er was _added· 
' ':. ~ . 
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The. zylene was evaporate.d. in a heated pan . using·. a- Ross planetary 
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~ixer to agitate the slurry. The,--agglomerates which were formed were 
' 
. "9 \ \ .. 
\. ~ir dried· for 16 hours and pulverize,d. Prior to ·sieving, the pulver- . 
\ 
. • . .. ' ' . ' ' . . . '. ' ' ••• . !'. 
~--~----,,---,,---... -. ·-,-. ---ized- Powde-:ii-was-:--o-ven---<H'i-ed -at -8 a° C -f-er- .. at- -}east- -l 6 hourS • - · The -sievod- - -- : ~- · ·~. · :--~-~-r 
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·~~·-·+· ·-. 
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. ~ ··. 
portions from _t~e 120, 170 and 230 mesh sieves we·re blended in the . r 
i 
I ,. 
ratio of 1 : 1 : 1/2 to make up the pressing powder .. 
Pressing 
The pressing of the toroids was· done at 25,000 ·'·psi:. The p·re:ssirfg: 
.... . ... 
· of the -sheets was done at 35,000 psi. The higher pressure wa.s used 
' 
· for' the sheets· in an atteiµpt to obtain a more uniform green densi~y ~ 
at the pins. The sma11--~ size of the holes in the sheets and their 
-. large numbers contribute greatly te> _the prol:>lem_~-----Qf· .. 9.ll_t~~n .. !.:Qg .. :.~ ... -------- ... 
. ...... '" .... 
/, 
.uniform green density required for a high degree of reproducibility 
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The sinteri~g ~uf the pres~d toroids ana ··sneets was -done in a tl1be·~ ···--. ··--~-----------
. ty·pe furnace.. The furnace tube had a 2 · 1/2 · inch ins.ide dtain~ter:~. : The · · .. 
. . . ;_ .; . . ' 
_.furnace, was , ~djusted to produce.· a .sev"en inch hot. .. zone with a variation ..... 
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and two sheets from each· ·composition·were · inc luden·--1n--ea-c1r-·r-trrn-g when 
J . . • • • 
' . 
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available. _ In an attempt to reduce the -contarnin~tion of the "no zinc'~ 
\ ' 
sa~ples by zinc from the ot·-her samples, the samples were az:_rangec.! __ 1.~"'n_· ___ ~---~-- i • 
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... o·rder of inc:reasing · zin~ content !?,t~rt;in,g· f·roin. 'the end. of· the f\lrnace ' .. I 
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ThJ atm.ospher~ in the furnace. con·s_isted of -1 3/4 liters per !11,inute 
• . n ~-
•... _ ~ _ . -~'':~·: _c· ··." · Ot• air flowj.ng <1uring ttie h8a'.t'irig,-~Jid sin:t~i::tflg p~rtiolls of t-he opera- ,. 
• .- • >\. • -
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" .. · '/ ·_ - --~~~n:· Ori ·cooling, .the atmosphere_ was ch_anged to nitrog.en at 1100 C -and · - . - . -~ 

















. , u-·-------~--- The ·evaluation of the magnetic properties of----the samples was 
:-1• 
.. 
,;, .. - . 
·, 
·perfonne(j by two methods. One met~od. employed the use of_ 60-cycle 
• 
. 
hysteresis loop:observations. This method was useful in the .examination 
<) 
' 
of the toroids as ?ell as producing a limitep amount of data from -the 
,,I 
_shee_ts. The use of a pulse .test set provided performance infonnation 
I 
I 
· indicative of ;the operati.on of the s_heet in a memory application.· 
The 60-cycle hysteresis loop test co~sisted of appl-ying one .. -
ampere to a 15 turn excitation winding on the toroid. ·This resulted 
-_in a maximum drive. field of 7 .6 oersteds. The 1$gnetization was 
. ' . 
o.btained by measu~ing the induced voltage in a second 1~ tt1rn winding." 
'.""' :.r 
This voltage was integrated using a Tektronix Type O operational""'"': 
a~plif,ier with'~ l'' megohm input resistance and a- .01 microfarad· output 
.. 
c_apacitor •• _ The integrating circuit _was. pre~eded-by a.n input amp_lifier 
'\ 
with a gain of 100. _ The results were di~played on a Tektronix Type 
-. _, 5:,~_6·-osci--1--lo-scope •.. The .. magnetic· induction· was _obta±ned--··by measuri:rig · 
- ~-·· •. ·~ •.. ,. .• - -~--- •• ,~. _., .. ,-~ ..... ,.,,._.,_ .... "tt ~·-·~---·~-~ .. ,-,_ .-- .• -.-...... ~-.~-"--·-·- ., ••. - ·-· .... _ ..... ___ ..... , ... _ •• _,, _____ ••• ,~ ... - ... ••·•••• --· ... ·--·--·· ... ------·---- _ .... ,_._._,,._,. ..••... _. ____ .. , __ .···-·----"··-·· ····-·,. ···-· .•• , .... -. ., •. ~. ____ _._. 
. . . 
--the-:·-v·e·rt·ical ·sign-al and applying the following, relationship: 
.. ~ ' .. .- . 
.;.. .. ' 
.· , .. 
; .... 
-·-·-------·'"· . . ··- --, . - - ·--- ------~--- --·-- -
B = RCE x .108 · 
NA 
.. - ·- ·-- - . - - -· 
- ~-----· - ..... ---
. . 
where B = magnet~c ·induction i_n Gauss • 
... ' 
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R := input res·istance to integrator, o~s •.. 
•l, ., 




_ ., ,. . •. · · ~~ .. -~---c-.:==· outpu~·cap·aci tan.ce of. integrator j:.--.~ra:racls •. : · :~~ ,'·1 
' 
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•· 
. . N .= .turns in secondary winding - · . ·~ . . ' :,_,;:, ;::,\'., 
:.:.:--r 
- --~-- "- --- ---... --------- -- . -. ··- -· ---- - - -- -- . . -----• r-{ 
• -· • ·,-'=' ======~==· .... _ 
A ~i are __ a __ Qf~to_ro.id"'n<U"mal -to_· ·:r1ux·~·-cm-~~----: ... ~-.c--=; .. _~~-=·:.c~.\'.~-~~- <~~ .. ~- . : -- .' .... ·- ··-- -· - ~-- j 
d 
-,.,.:5 
·. . . 
.. ·· .. ···The· applied field was measured by sensing the .vol_tage drop across a one 
ohm resistan(b.e _in ·series with the excitation winding. 
... - -
This signal was 
--------
. ; 
....__ ______ ___::..___.~.--S......,pp.lied .. _to .. __ the~-tizontJ:t.l, ..... pJ.atEfs: .. .of .... the--O.SC-i-l-lG-sGGpe--thro-ugh---t-he-·-.. ... -. __ ------
\ . . 
appropriate amplifier. ··The applied field was related to the current 
. . . 
... 
I 
,., __ . mea·surements. by the following: 









H = field, oersted. 




·· N =· turns in excitation·coil • 
I = applied current, amps. 
·L ~ length of magnetic circuit, ems. 
d = mean diameter of toroid, ems. 
.. 
.. 
I ,,'•,••t '-._:. 
Since the mag11etic field is_~nversely proportioi;ial to the radial 
. ' ' 
distance from the current carrying conductor, the amount of mate.rial 
" 
bei.ng magnetized in the ··sheet is a_ .. function of the drj.ve"'- field. · The 
" 




diameter or c~ss-section_ as is the case with a to_roid. Therefore, the 
60-cycle tes.t, when applied .to the .sheets,_ was limited to measureyPents 
---, ---·- ·-· 
of coercive force as obse,rved by the position of the initial· induced· 




.... _· =-~~--=~~~~~-~=:: · -.. :-· ~-~~-- ·---voltage puls·e. .. Th:is pu1·se was a-~_$µj]J~4.:.t(f 'be t_he~ result o,f :flux .. ·rever-. --
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a fixed diameter~ 
.. 
_, ·------------.
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The p~ls~ \Jst consisted of the application of a series of seven. , ·I •_:I 
\ 
.. --· --- - ------ - .... ·~ 
- -- ----- ---- -·-··- _,, __ -- ~ - - .. - - . ~ ~1" 
.pu:tses to a conductor passing through the. hole in the ferrite ' : .'·· )~ 
.__: . ·-. ' ' ' ---~ .. - ... --~-------.--------.-. -·-----~--- ------ . \ ·-- ' 
--.. -----·---..--.,..--. --~-----·-sheet.. ·· F1gllre · 4 · shows · tne ·. · sequence--cff--t11e puise s·. on .a · t 1me · Sc ate · ·· ·· ·· ~ · -- --------- · i 
~ . m 
' ~- .:···: __ .:....~·--:------·---.·-·'current 
. , ' ' . 
·• . starting with 
-- _ .. _ ·-
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~--···-·:· .. ' 
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·_ Pulse No. · 1. . The nia.terial at the hole is magiletized to· ··.the· 
"'"'' ... 
" " one. ·state. 
fi 
--------- __ ·...... I 











·-· ,;.:.- --, 
the " " zero state. This ~p~lse also corresponds to a "read'' 
pulse and the induced voltage is· measured and designated 
, ' :· · ...... 
V . d. t b d " ,, t t u 1 , · ~ is . ur e _ one ou-. pu • 
1 ---~ 
4 - -
.·l __ , ----------:----:· ' ' - -·- - ·- . .- .. ·.. . 
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Pulse No. 3. ·11 " The.magnetization is changed to the one 
--· ..... --- . 
. state again • 
Pulse No. 4. This is a disturb pulse and is 60% of the 
amplitude of pulses Nos~ 1, 2 or 3.· The purpose is to 
-..... 
·simulate· the effe:.ct. o~f single pulses which occur when the sheet 
is used in a two or· three dimensional array. The· remanent 
,. 
state. of the magnetization should not be changed appreciably, . 
by the application tif this pulse. 
-- L--···· -- .,;,;, 
' ·. --
Pulse No. 5 •. The magnetization .is changed to the "zero"· 
- state. . . - . ~: ' ,.. The in.duced voltage is.~mea..sure_d and designated dV , 
1. 
d " " f/ isturbed · one output • ~· 
. , 'r 
. , .-
Pulse, No. · 6. 
. Ji't ·-· ,. .. . - ' · .. 
This is a disturb pul~e of the same· ty,pe as '· . 
-~· ... 
pulse. No. 4 • 
No. 2 and No. 5. 
. ' ... 
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The shape and·--relative .ampli~udes of the pulses ·are shown in 
. - - ------~·- - -- --------······· -······-·-------·-·--··---------~--------------------------- ------ -- - -- --··--------·-----·-· ------- ·····---------. --- .. 





F~gure 5. T.b.e._· large.·pulses, No.S.·1, 2-, 3, 5 and~7, are 0~5 amperes·. 
The pulses, Nol;·o 4 and -6., are 0.3 ·amper·es. The width of all the pulses 
-
. 
. . ' 
· is 4 microseconds as measured at~-the- 50% arnplit-ude- points.- The···rise· "--···. 
·····-· ·---~ time' is .o:~-~---mlcroseconds--aiid the fall time is 0.6· microseconds as 
measured from the 10 to 90% amplitude points. 
.. 
' 
The induced voltage waves are shown in Figure 6. · The ~argest trace 
repr_esents the uV 1 output o The second largest trace i~ for the dV 1 out-
. •' 
'"' put and the smallest trace · is for the dV z output •. The _dV 1 and ~V z 
?Utputs a~e functions of the,.disturb current pulse amplitudes and the 
coercive force of the mat~rial. ·As the disturb current pulse app~aches 
the value corresponding to the-coercive force of the material, cIV1 will 
. decrease and be substantia,lly less than the uV · output. When the dis~ 
·l . 
turb pulse No. 4 was adjust~ed so that ~the dV1/\IV1 ratio became equal 
to- 0.9, · thfs current was· measured and entitled. switching d·rive level. 
.._ 
A reasonably good correlation between the'· values of this switching dl1'ive 
level ~nd the coercive for6e measurements' from the -60-cycle test was· 
',~. . '-.. ~ 
. ' obtained. 
.... 
To provide the information.as to the effects of zinc content, ..:;.._;, ,: . 
S.intering t.ime and t.em.perature on the rnicrostructure of the ferrite, 
~ , 
\ 
·. _· _____ : _____ · .. _. _ -___ . ___ · _ . .: __ .t.he ____ .p.ozo.si.t.f--a.and ... ,g.rain .size .were· -measuredo The method· of _determining_ 
. . . . .. ,..... . .. ·. <n) . 
··· -------110-rosity was to .. us~ _a-i;xtJ.nt-:<:ounti.ng technique • · The volume fraction 
was ·give~ ·by the ratio 
'· .. 
' ~ :.. . 
-;r.·-' _; ,· *···- .-.. ;;· 
. "': . 
. ~ . 
\ . . ""' -
' . . . .-,, 
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. :.· 
fV· = N /N 
. ·_ ' p t 
. ··.17 
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Figure 5. Superimposed oscilloscope trace of seven pulse 
train. ' ,. 
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rigure 6. Typical output vottages uV1, dV1 and dVz · superim-
posed on oscill.oscope screen. 
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. · the pres.sing direction.·· No etch ·was .used prior tO the porosity deterrl!-i-
.,,;-.,.·.Jli· ,I•-:: 
nations •. 




The graill size measurements were made on the same s.amples 
J' a;fter 
. .. --- (12) 
etc-hing in a solution of 50% HCl and 50% water at so0 c·· 
• The lineai------
intercept method was employed which resulted in a mean intercept graiQ 
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' .The.· meas~rem~n:t s of ~--PO_ro·si::ty a:re. ~wn .. ,:t;tL· graphical form in~' 
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•,• I ... _ •• 
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· .. :' ·, . (. ·. ,·· 
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F-igure . 7 -and · ~-. 
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• ---•~·- - ---~ •• ,,.,~, ... , •• N._,_, ......... ,___......~ ........ -·~-----~--") --· .. ···~----·-•••• 
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a grid with 121 · intersect io.ns. This produces·a stanqard error of· the ·· · ---· · --1 ····-·· -·-··-···· ··-·-·-- ·-··- ···-··-----------·-· ~;~---------------:··---- . - T __ ; C,t.-.·~-~_:.: ..
. · (ti; .·' - - ··-· 
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_mean, cr-, equal to less than one per cent porosity._ The iog-log plot 
X 
- - . . . 
~-~-----~-~~0-f--porosity_ .. _v_ersus_ sinte:ring time i_p_~ __ sed ~.Q-~--~eck _!!le linear dependence 
- . .......-~--·--·--- ..... ------___,...-'---__:_·~:-:-'f',, 
,.;•', 
... ,,·, 
' of variabl·es ,.supposedly related by a constant. exponent. Using Porosity ... -~•. . ...-': ., '• t-"\. 
~-~ 
; .. ,· ___ ·,· ; -' - - ."'· '. 
·n 
= At as a .model, Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the- approximate values 
- .. 
. 
---·- .. L... tf, 
_ _'_ of _n are. 
1
-0 o,28 ·an·d -0. 21 for the sintering temperatures of 1200°c and . ,. 
------- ------------ ----
'"( ' 
,,,,, ... ~ _12~0~C respectively II ~e temperature dependence of porosity is indicated 
·---------·-----··--·--- ------·--···------ -·~- - . 0 O · 
by:~&. comparison of the 1200 C line and the _1250 _C line shown together·.:,. 
____ .,, -
. . - j.n Figtl'r·e- ·s·.·: ... Withi.;µ the limits.of-th~ experiments, no-significant 
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Linear shrinkage measurements are shown in Figures 9, 10,aftd 11. .- · .. _·_· .... - ,, 
Since shrinkage i.s . related to porosity -a-nd the same diffusion mechanism 
f - --·· . 
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., t -= ··Sintel:ing t·ilne. 
,rl,,. •..• ---
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· n =. Constant· (0 .4 for early ·stages of sintering). • .. "\ 
.. ~ 
. The e~erimental .. values of n from Figures 9, 10 and 11 are. o·.155__,_ 0 .·1
1
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and 0.058 for the sintering temperatures of 1200°c, 1225°c and 1275°C 
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(Pram- Figure 7) 
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Grain growth is related to the sinterin~ time as sho~ in,,J'iJ{un•s. , 
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dD/dt = k/D-
where D - grain diameter-.--
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sin-t~rin~ .time. -- .. ) ' 
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2kt where D = grain ·dtamete.r 0 ... ,.._ . . · .. ' 
at time zero. The resulting model is usually considered to b·e: 
,.J ••• 
D = Ktn where D0 is considere1 to be .,insignificant and n -·~· 0. 5. 
. , . _-. .. ' - (7) 
Kingery states that values of n · ranging from · 0 .1 · to O. 5 c~n be expected • 
t' . . i· . - .. _ .. ~. -· .''·• -
The reasons for this deviation from the theoreticai.value are that D is 
0 
. t' 
' - ~ 
not .. always insignifi9ant and that inclusions, such as pores, will tend 
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to inhibit grain growth. The values of n determin~d from the slopes 
. . 'i .. ( : .. '1 . .r-: . Qf Figures 12 and 13 are·· o.~78 and 0.173 respectively_., No effect of 
zinc content on· grain growth is observable from the __ dat~a. 
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An-·exampie of-dis~continuo:us--grain growth. is shown··tn Figu~e-14' .. : 
There· is a ·marked difference in the. porosity of the mater.ial · in the large 
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Figure 14. Discontinuous grain growth in a ferrite sheet. The com~ 
po.sition is Mgo.57 Mno.66 Zno.05 Fe1.12 04+. Sintering 
conditions are 1225°C for 8 hoµrs. Magnifica~ion is 
200X. The polished surface has beeri etched with a solu-
tion of 50% Hcl. 
Figure 15. 
I.'. 
Variation of porosi·ty at edge of hole in ferrite sheet. 
Sintering conditions are 1275°C --for 8 hours. Magnifi-
. 
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The ___ expected ef-fect of zinc content on· the 60-cyc~e coercive fo;r
ce 
measurements is shown in Figur.es 16 · through ~1 by observing the 
separa-
tion of the lines representing the various,· compositions. This 
effect 
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is attributable to . the change in 'magn~tocry_stalline -~nisotropy as _the 
.zinc· content va~.ies. The substitution of iin·c for magnesium is 
a 
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reasonable means_ o.f adjusting the propertie·s o-f the ferrite material to -
\ 
obtain .. a given coercive force.- The empirical expressio~ which c
an be ·· 
used to obtain an estimate of the-coercive force for a given zin
c 
. ' content (x) is He = be-cx_a where the constants a, b arid c · are ·func~ 
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the magnetization of .the material immediately surrom)ding the hole in 
the· ferrite sheet. If the material near . the hole is not the same. as 
·- ___ t.he rest of .the ferrite in the sheet and if this difference is a f\lllction' 
of the sintering time, t.he observed _result could occur. Figure 22 
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sintered from 1 to- 8 hours at 1275 c.. The vo:J_tage peaks. show that the 
,. 
magnetic behavior of the material near the hole is. not the same as for 
the remainder of the sheet.· The fact that· . these peaks can be reduced 
. b, i 
. ~ I .. 
/ 
.• 
I . '. ·by· pressure on the· test_ ·wires against the hole· surface -indicates that 
,, 
,, 
a residual stress could be present. 
The fact ·that the ~0-~ycle coercive force measurements of the 'sheets· 
_ll.,. •• 1.).. 
a~-- ~0% higher than the_. equivalent· toroid test measurements can be- · 
,- -·- .attribute.d to this no~-homogenious effect at the hole surface •. A. sur-
---'--- ........ _ ...... _ 
-!~ 
.... ,--·-· .--··-- ..... --------·----.~·····-------··------·--~--------····- .. -·-·-· 
:.,,. 
However,· the 
. -~· . 
fac.e ef feet probably is present I in the toroids, also. 
····-----------------.. ----·----------. ------····value of coercive fore~_ obtained'·from·tne hysteresis loop represents 
: '• ., 
. , 
.~. 
-. ~·-· "i 
''. '' 
~ .... , ' . 
·, 
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an average- for all the material in the toroid which YtOuld tend' to· mask . 
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lnduc·ed voltage ·traces of sheets sintered at 1275°c. 
The sintering. times are 8, 4, 2 and 1 hours for the 
• I 
traces ·shown from top to bottom. The composition of 
the ferrite is _Mg0 •52 Mn.0 •66 z~0 •10 Fe1•72 o4+. The 
horizontal . deflection repr.esents O. 2 amps per divi-
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· ;· ·-~-- · 
. _ i~1- -,, ' ,~. - -· 
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. : .. ~, 
· · · · · USing a ma:dnitim drive field of ·7. 6 oersteds, the. magnetization of : ._ ~-. - . I 
· ... ·.: · ~ ).' tile toroids as detElnnined~ f~m the 60..:cycle hysteresis loops is shown · ~ ',· j ; ' -_· ~ .i . . 
--r-- . 
' 
-- ; .. ' ' . .. - . --
.. ' " ' . fil: .. --:· · -~·'·----:---~:-. -~,--~~_;·_'..~,:--~---·-::-""-1n .. ~_Fj.g~·re:.S 23 through 26 e . The small increase in lJl~gnetiz_ation re- . . . Wti 
' ·--·· ---·· . .,. ·. 
ii-~ 
•. , 
1· ·1 •· -
___ ''. _.~ .•.. -·~----~---.:-~--~:~-- _____ . \~_J(W 
·. ······- . -··· ___ ,··...... C ~S_l!~t!n[t fl"O!JI j.g<;r(;!aSt,!(l time ~~d ·temperature ()f siJltering. ~an b.e du8 J:j;): j; :. _, J.r 
' . (;) ···.; 
.,... ~~} 
.. fr( -
. j ·:;;_-. _the reduction in -~ros;itya.nd the associated. demagnetizing. effect. _ , .. -. , __ ~::l 
. Tiie larg~ increase in ·magnetization p;roduced by the· zin·c additions is. tf ' . 
•. •J .. 
due to the -change i~. distribution of the maglletic ions, such ·as Fe3+·:·;;:.- -. ~~ 
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,-~ 
from the tetrahedral to the octahedral sites •. Further in<;:F~~~~f? in 
~-~----'--'-'--~--~._ •• -'-----....-,c-,.---~-~ . 
. zinc content. would c~use a decrease· in magnetization ..... 
'" . 
. \ 
~ The standard pulse test train using ·o.5 amperes for the switching· 
.. -· -· --· ------- --·----;···- --· -P-9~~-ses and o.a amperes for the· di-sturb pulses produces good results· .in . ';. ~., ... 
.\-
- than. the dtsturb. pulse. ' q . ' Figures 27 through 30· .show the voltage traces 
. ~ ' ' ., 
.. ' ' . 
·---~-.,~ .. ' 
::'. · ... ~~~ . .-. ·-~- ---~- ::,-------_-"----· -·-=--· -repres~nting the 'Outputs of ·-the. sheets listed -in the· ,following table·: 
... J.,,_.,. •. ,. 
.. . 
TABLE 2 .. 
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. I I Sintering Conditions and Zinc Content I , 
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Switching P.eak Output 





. Sintering ·Condit.ion.e . 
·Content' 
.... 0.1,;;·-··\ 
· Avg • ,a: · _ , Avg o cr . Temperatu~~ . Time · ... Figure 
· ·No. oc (bouts) . X·. (ma) (ma) · · (mv) ·· (mv) 
···· a7 \ 1275 '8.·. 0 323. 101.3 3 38 ,. ' 
. •· 
28 · /·.· 
... 1275 . '2 0 05 .. 327 •· 90.4 2.58 
.. - . 
~·. 
~- ~...:__s _ _....._ __ ~------110c:1---..·. 05-. ___ · 323. . 29 ·. --·----- _------ 1225' .• -. ~.~------=-----==: --
. ' 
. ., , .. ,. .. 
-~------. .. I - . --·----· - ·-·-·'-·· ...... -·- - .. 
1225 .. -0.10 -. 2 321. - 106.6 2 52 
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1.16 ·- ... ·---~--- - . .. I: . 0 
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-Magnetization for toroids 
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Oscilloscope trace of pulse test results for sheet 
with no zinc (x = 0) sintered at 1275°c for 8 hours. 







Pu·ls'e test .ou.tput for shee.t with zinc conten_t _ 
\ ' 0 .... (x. - ._o __ fr5) · sintered at 1275 C · for 2 hours . Oscil-
-
loscope settings a r e the same as for Figure _27 . 
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Pulse test output for sheet ~ith 
sintered at 1225°c for 8 hours. 
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Pulse - test out·put for 'sheet with 
sintered at 1-225°c for 2 hours. 
are the same as for Figure 27. 
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zinc content (x = 0.05) 
O?cilloscope settings 
zinc qontent (x = 0~10) 
·oscilloscope settings 
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"--_ .... ·,~-:_-: ·--. ,---~~~~The ··test differences between the sheets ·of the va·rious ·~ompQ,sttion~ · 
•\, . 
~'. . 
are slight as indicated in Table 2. Of 1 interest is the fact that the · 
... -------·-- ------.-__ - __ - . , .. , . . .-.-
·---- .. • . -
,,1 \ .. ·-
--~~--::.:; ._ ·· .. · ·- .. -:.·.······ .. · .. -.· ... -.--~~.-standard deviations, cr, of the she.ets with zinc tend to be smaller than.: · -, :.-:· ... '.·:-, · · 
• ~ ·,-.. -' - • --• ... -,- .... (' __ ·:.,.;, .. T'••- -·,·-'. ,--· >.. • . 
--- . ' 
.. . . . .,, . 
1 -- . 
· · those- without zinc. 
- . . - - ' ·._ ' ··-' '-~ .. ,, .. _: -. . 
These results r~prese11t. tests. of all 16--~holes _:~-,- -_______ . 
I . . . ~ 
~"!;· I --,---. ·- .,. _______________ '. - '.-_,,,_.- .. •· .. -;-... _ _:: .· 
-~--- -·:-,-------~--~-~_.:-~: · .. ,. ~:: .. ___ in ;each .sheet ... e~cept as no_ted. 
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. ··I. without zinc produc.ed an average e1--0f 3._62 mvas-compared to 2.98 mv .•. ____ ,:,.· ...... -1,."1' ,.,..--- -
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. -----, - . 
.. 
.. --·-·-··--·-·---------··-·-·--··-------·--·.·· ·------~- - . - - . - . - f. . 
.. 
.. ·a were -~11 a_djusted to a le\Tel of dV l. = 100 mv. 
_ ... ______ _ 
The effect of switching drive· level current on the output voltages~. 
is shown in Figure 31. The increase ·of dV with respect to the zinc con-
z 
I· 
tent can be explained as a· reduction in the squareness of the hysteresis. 
! 
loop •. The. hig.hest values of zinc content (x=0.4) produced sheets which 
could not be pulse tested in that the dV pulse{>,as always .greater than 
.rZ 
the dV1 pulse. Such a condition could.result from a material that did· 
· not have a square hysteresis loop under pul1Ef conditions. The·re~ore,, it 
is- !)bserved that zinc reduces the signal to_ noi-se. !~tio,. dV 1/dV~,. from a 
value of 5 for no~ zinc to approximately 4.5 for x=O.OQ and 4 for x=0.10 • 
. ' 
- _____ J'J ----·---
------------
'. 
The switching time is slightly affected by zinc content. This i's 
observed by comparing the voltage traces shown .. in ~igures 27 through 
30. The swit~hing time, of the sheet with a zinc content of x = 0.1 is 
approximately. 10%. less than the times for .the other sheets. The ,$heet , 
' 
with no zinc appears to have the longest -switching time • 
. , .. ,· ·, . . 
' ., 
· Composition ·. ---· --- . 
. ...... 
--- - _____ ,, ···-·- - -·------·--··----- '______________ .. - ---·------ ________ · ___ ·· - ______ ---- __ -__ ·-· Tv.o ._things·-wniclf can· cause·: 'tb.e·. ~7intered. ferrite compo~ition to 
__ · __ : -- ·• ··.-. - - . . --·-:' --- -
. ,• 
--- - -- .- . .. , 
-· - ··--·-·--- .. --- ' ------1--------------------- -··- ,, . - --- ....... ·. -- ---· .. -;·;-- -·'- -- -
.. 
differ·from the mixed powder preparation are iron pickup from the ball 
.. • ... t . .... 
·. :~illing operation and. vaporization of ~ater~a·1s.- witl;l hlgn vapor pres-· . ' . 
. sures. 
~ . ' 
. •-c-' ----... ' . II' --- . ' ~ • . 
. ...':-
- -. __,;:_---:-_ -- __ .,. ___ .:.. - , .. ~ .. -- ··-------··-··---.·····-·. 
,, . 
. .. 
The. 24 hou:r; milling ot>eration resulted in a ·1oss of weig~t_of~ \. ·, ' 42· . . .\ -· .. ····--·----- .. 
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The effect of--sw-i tching drive leve-1 current on 
were sintered at 
the peak 
output voltages. The sheets 
temperatures and· .. time·s to.obtain~changes 
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-The zinc: content is known to change at the higher sintering· .. 
' ._.;..;; . ' . 
temp~ratures due to vaporization .of the zinc. Since the ·Jnaterials of 
varying zinc content were sintered t_ogether, the pO,$Sibi1ity of zinc 
· from the high content materials contaminating the no zinc samples was 
checked- by X-ray fluorescence. The method and analysis were devised 
by Mr. D. A. Green of Westeni Electric Company and use a comparison 
I 
- . . ". -.,. ... ~. . . 
,. . 
-, __ ... 
of the Ka radiation of the zinc and manganese to ·obtain the following 
values of zinc content: 
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11 
· TABLE 3 
Zinc Content .of Ferrite 1 x 
Powder 
-Toroid 
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·No· significant difference i-s ,not.ed in the magnetic tests of she:ets 
(x = 0). sintere<;l separ~tely from those sintered witn other sheets 
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.. measurements of. porosi-ty, grain }s·ize, linear shrinkage and magnetic , , - -."-~ --~=--- --:_--~ · 
., .............. .,. ···,,•.·"··~· ----~,-" .·---··0, ---=t:::: ... . . .--~-.-=-=-~·-· -·------:·~·" -~·_,:· -·--·' ·. ~ - ~ ·-
·p~ rf~riiaii.c~.- bave"~·,be~n analy'Zed ·and found to ShOW little· or DO: relation~ ... -: .:: 
sl)ip between zinc content, x, and the .siriterin·g process.· ·Reasonable 
' ........ ;. 
_______,_.---r--=-..::.:: .. ---·---·--·-----.----- · response was obtained in ,~a.ch of:~"the. above measureinent·S. to the variations . 
of· sintering time and temperature. 
A slight decrease in the standard deviation of the putse·test 




over sheets with no zinc. However, individual holes were found in 
-~-· 
i 
-- ·· · -~- ··"-·"-~~ ~f ·-.~slieets ·of each composi1tio11 (x = o ,1 ·o. os· and o .10) which were sub- . 
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-- -·---------·-··--~---------------. ···-.... - .. -····--·· --
r j .. 
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·stantially .lower than the average in switchi~g drive level and pulse 
..... ,., .. _--. voltage output (dV1). Figure 14 shows an example, of discontinuous 
grain growth which is con.sidered to be res,;ponsible for t.he·· erratic 
. . 
·--r test response of this hole •. Although the other sh·eets which ·produ.ced 
. ' 
.. 
·--·~-:........:...,· =2- 1· 
- . -:!"'- ----. -
··erratic test. result~ were examined., no,microstructural correlation was 
observed for the \Ulusual behavior of the particula:r holee. · A much . 
• ; -II 
larger experimen-t·,·-wo~ld be required to determine if zinc had any effect. 
on discontinuous grain growth. 
. ~ ·. ~~~ ... .. : 
The expected magnetic effects of increa"sed zinc content were ob-
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~~-rved in both the toroids and the memory sheets. These effects· 
included a large -decrease in coercive force and an increase in -mag-·· 
---- • I 
\\ 
·· netizafion. Under pulse test conditions, a loss of squ~reness. occurs 
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. \' . --· ,, . . . . ··- .. _:_ ...... . 
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?,pplic·atiori ·to v.a.lues of ·~x = 0.1 or less. A zinc conte.nt of ·.x.·= _0.05 · 
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-:.A zinc content of.- x = o.· 10 _pe~:i-ts both the sintering t.i.me-.~nd tempera.-,,, 
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--requirement without changing' the sintering conditions. That is,, f:1, .. 
. ~ . . 
small shift in co·ercive force or switching· drive level can be' obtained 
. ·• 
. ' 
to~enter the process in the design limits and thereby.increase the 
yield of the manufa .. ~turing operation. The same change accomplished 
' by -manipulating the sintering condit·ions mtght produce undesirabl·e 
.results in linear shrinkage, I IA • -· ""\ l 
·• Ari extension of the work which was beg~~ in this thesis could 
~:-:·· , ..... ·~ 
· take seve.ral directions. e Two items which are most'· related to the sub-
• 
1 . 
ject of 'the thesis are 1) a c0I1sidera·t1on of other ways of adding zinc 
-to the composition and·· 2) an exploration of the cause and. effect of, 
. .,. 





surface conditions in the ferrite sheet. 
The method ·of introducing the zinc into the ferrite. could be varied 
'··~ 
. in a number of ways. Of part·icular interest is ·the possibility of / . - . 
s.intering treatment involving a high .. zinc vapor pressure in the fur-
·:i riace a tmo spher·e. T·nis coul~ _!?.~,---~-~-~g __ J~Q:_"~lt_e_ .. m.i.n.or~ ___ adjustmen-ts- in. -t-he---~~~---L~_....._ __________ '.l ·:_ -·~..:..:...-~-... - --·------------..:--~.,~ .. -~ .... -: .. ..., ____ .............. -.,-~·-"" ___ ,,,-.--- .... , -d-•-•····..-~-,-~~---·-·" .... , ....... _ ........ '\. .. ____ ........... --,·--·---· .... -~ ·, -· . '1• 
' ~ 
coercive .. force or tbe switching drive .level. ~., parameter of· i.:nterest 
'-, . would be 'the diffusion coefficient of zinc in the ferrite. • j I - ·-·· . . • . 
- .. - ·---···- .... --- . .. . Fur-ther study o~_tbeo_:rigin and effects of ·the surface·'conditions · .._;, ··- (, 
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. magn.eti~c test results could be of possible value. , The surface conditions - ,. fl • • • . t." • .., -
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mt~ght.-be. relat.ed~to-~sint.ering and .. to the ·furna,ie--~tmo~phe're in particu.;.. 
.·lar_. .The assembly 
- ·; . 
o.f. t'he ferrite sh~'et into a memory device use~ a 
I 
· plated: metallic · con,~uc.t9_r· through each hole. 
- --- --·. ,-------··--,r- .····-------- ·- 1'· 
··=-· =I."-'-·~· ~=- ~of the surface ma.t~er.ial could produc~ vari-atlon s 




. . - --~ 
'·I 
·--·-·--- The complexity of--therf·e~~ite preparation proce..ss provides a host· 
of variables. Therefore 
' 
the challenge of wo:rking· with th.i's material 
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--Po:rosity Data for Mg-Mn-Fer)tite Toroids l 
i I 
! 
Zinc Con~ent (x) 
·O 0.05 0.10 0.20 
Porosity (%) 
9 4 
• 8.3 9.7 7.6 
, ,. 
" 
7.1 6.1 5.'9 5.9 
5.5 4.7 3.8 
6~3 6 •. 4 .; 6.5 
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This d~ta is used to plot Figures 7 
I 
and 8. Te point count method. was 
the average of 26 place-data. <
12> used to obt.?,in the 
' . ' 
Each value represent 
:ments of ·a· 121 intersection grid. 
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